Introducing

THE GAME OF 1000 SILLY FACES!
NEW for Christmas 2016 comes a gleeful,
wacky and downright silly game concept that
everyone in the family will absolutely love!
So step aside all - and make way for
Drumond

Park’s

brilliant

and

hilarious

Stoopido (rrp £17.99, for ages 8 to 100)!
The

point of this

frenetic game

is the

opposite of what you think – the winner is
the person who is the only player left without a full face covered with quirky
colourful mis-matched eyes, ears, noses, hats and foreheads!
With the throw of a dice and the quick fire slap of a hand, this is a
merciless game which will keep everybody laughing throughout!

Here’s how it works
Each player dons a pair of red plastic Stoopido Spectacles. The squashy
‘Stoopitoot’ (more of that in a minute) is placed in the middle of the play
area, with the four Slap Pads (nose/eyes/hat/ears) positioned around it.
The double-sided Stoopido Face Pieces are piled beside each Slap Pad and then… you’re ready to play!
Players take it in turns to roll the dice, but everyone reacts and plays at the
same time! The youngest player starts and play moves clockwise.


If you roll the NOSE, EYES, HAT or EARS, players race to
‘slap’ or touch the corresponding Slap Pad – and the person
who gets there first picks a Stoopido Face Piece from the
corresponding pile - and adds it to the glasses of ANY player
that isn’t already wearing a Stoopido Face Piece of that feature.



If you roll the GLASSES – bad luck … the player to your left
gets to pick a Stoopido Face Piece of ANY feature you don’t
already have and adds it to your glasses!



If you roll the ‘Stoopitoot’, the player who gets there first and
squeaks it can choose to either pick a Stoopido Face Piece of
ANY feature and place it on ANY player, or choose ANY Stoopido
Face Piece from their own glasses and put it back on its pile.

If a player’s glasses are full they must resign themselves to sitting out
looking just a little bit ‘stoopido’ for the remainder of the game. The fun
continues round the table until there is only one player left without a full
face of Stoopido Face Pieces on their glasses … and that player is THE
WINNER.

People of all ages can enjoy the silliness of Stoopido!
This is a crazy game of seemingly endless combinations of colourful facial parts
with brilliantly funny results, which is set to be a big hit with everyone! And to
add to the fun, players can opt to share their loony antics online with a raft of
batty pictures placed in the family albums on Mum or Dad’s social media sites*
- by posing for supremely silly photos!

*NOTE: Drumond Park supports responsible use of the internet.

Children under the age of 13 years should not have access to social
media accounts.
For stockists and to play games online, visit www.drumondpark.com
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